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Abstract
The unification type of the Pythagorean equation x21 + x22 = x23 in relatively free rings of varieties of
n-nilpotent associative or commutative–associative rings is described (n > 2). It is shown that the
Pythagorean equation has no minimal set of solutions in free rings of such varieties. This implies
that the unification type of these varieties is nullary. We show also that the variety of associative or
commutative–associative nilpotent rings of characteristic 2 has nullary unification type.
c© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Unification theory is concerned with solving equations in relatively free algebras of varieties.
Equational theories which have unitary or finitary unification type play an important role in
automated theorem proving, term rewriting, logic programing with equality (see Baader and
Siekmann, 1994), and universal algebraic geometry (see Plotkin, 1996). However, there are a
number of examples of varieties of nullary unification type (see Baader and Siekmann, 1994).
Our goal is to show that in the varieties of associative and associative-commutative rings there
are subvarieties of nullary unification type.
The case of the varieties of associative and associative-commutative rings have been
considered by several authors. By examining Pell’s equation, Burris and Lawrence (1990)
showed that unification in the variety of associative-commutative rings with 1 is not finitary.
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Lipyanski (2001) proved that the unification type of Pythagorean equation (henceforth
P-equation) in the variety of commutative–associative rings without 1 is also not finitary.
However the unification type of the P-equation in the variety of commutative–associative rings
with 1 is finite (see Kubota, 1972). Note that the unification type problem for the variety of
commutative–associative rings and the variety of associative rings (with or without 1) remains
unsolved (see Burris and Lawrence, 1990). A similar problem for the variety of commutative
semirings has been solved by Franzen (1995). By investigating the equation u + v = uv in the
variety of commutative semirings he proved the nullarity of this variety.
Unification type problems have been considered for some subvarieties of the varieties of
associative rings. Thus it is known that the variety of Boolean rings, the variety generated by
a matrix ring over a finite field, and the variety generated by a p-ring for some prime p all have
finite unification type (see Martin and Nipkow, 1989; Nipkow, 1990).
We investigate unification theory in the varieties of n-nilpotent associative or associative-
commutative rings (n > 2). Note that for n = 2, i.e., in the case of the variety of associative-
commutative rings with zero multiplication, any equation in the free algebra of this variety
is linear over Z. Therefore, the unification problem for these varieties is reduced to solving
homogeneous linear systems of diophantine equations. The unification type of these varieties is
finitary. A polynomial time algorithm for solving such systems is known (see Chou and Collins,
1982; Huet, 1978). Lipyanski (2002) proved that the unification type of 3- (or 4-) nilpotent
associative or associative-commutative rings is nullary. Here we prove nullarity of the unification
type of n-nilpotent associative or associative-commutative rings for all n > 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the main definitions concerning the
unification theory and the theory of the varieties of associative rings. In Section 3 we show that
for n > 2, unification in the varieties of n-nilpotent associative or associative-commutative rings
is nullary, i.e., there exists a polynomial equation which has solutions in free algebras of these
varieties but has no minimal set of solutions. In Section 4 we prove that the variety of n-nilpotent
associative (or associative-commutative) rings of characteristic 2 has nullary unification type as
well. In Section 5 we discuss the problem, which can be formulated as: when subvarieties of the
varieties of associative and associative-commutative rings have nullary unification type?
Note that the unification type of the variety of nilpotent groups was studied by Albert and
Lawrence (1994) and Burke and Truss (1995). An algorithm for determining whether or not a
minimal set of solutions exists for a system of equations in a free nilpotent group, and exhibiting
it if it does, has been derived by Albert and Lawrence (1994). The similar algorithm for the
variety of n-nilpotent associative (or associative-commutative) rings is unknown.
2. Background
2.1. Varieties of rings
We give the basic concepts for varieties of associative rings (see Lambek, 1966; Jacobson,
1975; Pierce, 1982; Cohn, 1985).
Throughout this paper a ring 〈R; 0,−,+, ·〉 is a system with two binary operations · and + ,
one unary operation − and one nullary operation 0 such that 〈R; 0,−,+〉 is an Abelian group,
〈R; ·〉 is a semigroup and the following conditions are satisfied:
x(y + z) = xy + xz, (x + y)z = xz + yz
for all x, y, z ∈ R. If 〈R; ·〉 is a semigroup with 1, i.e., monoid, such that 1 = 0, we say that R is
a ring with 1. If ab = ba for all a, b ∈ R, then R is called a commutative ring.
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It will be convenient to restrict our considerations to the variety of associative rings without
1, unless otherwise stipulated.
Let F(X) be the free associative ring generated by a countable set of generators X =
{xn | n < ω}, i.e., the ring of non-commutative associative polynomials without constant terms
over Z each of which depends on a finite set of variables from the countable set of variables X .
Let B be an associative ring and W = { fi (x1, . . . , xn) | xi ∈ X} be a certain system of
polynomials in F(X). By W (B) we will denote the ideal of B generated by all elements
fi (b1, . . . , bn), where fi ∈ W, bi ∈ B . The ideal W (B) is called the verbal ideal (or T -ideal)
corresponding to the set of polynomials W . We say also that the ideal W (B) is generated as a
verbal ideal by the set of polynomials W .
The verbal ideal W (F(X)) of the ring F(X) may be defined in another way: W (F(X)) is the
minimal fully characteristic ideal of F(X) containing the set W , i.e., the ideal that admits all the
endomorphisms of F(X)): if f (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ W (F(X)) then f (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ W (F(X)) for
any di ∈ F(X).
Any polynomial f (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ F(X) or any equation f (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 is said to be a
polynomial identity on B if f (b1, . . . , bn) = 0 for any bi ∈ B . We denote by Θ the class of
all associative rings that satisfy the polynomial identities fi (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for every fi ∈ W .
This Θ is called the variety of rings (or equationally defined class) defined by the given set of
polynomials W or by the verbal ideal V = W (F(X)). We denote this fact: V = IdΘ . Varieties
of associative rings and verbal ideals (or T -ideals) of the ring F(X) are in an inclusion-reversing
one-to-one correspondence.
A relatively free ring FV (X) over X of a variety Θ with a verbal ideal V is a ring in Θ
satisfying the following property of universality: every map from X into a ring A in Θ has a
unique extension to a homomorphism from FV (X) into A. It is clear that if a relatively free ring
of a variety exists, it must be unique up to isomorphism acting as identity on the set X . We can
construct FV (X) as FV (X) = F(X)/V . Any map X −→ A, A ∈ Θ , vanishes on each g ∈ V ;
thus it induces a homomorphism from F(X)/V into A. Furthermore, the set X is identified with
its image in FV (X).
The simplest example of a subvariety of the variety of associative rings (without 1) is the
variety of all the commutative–associative rings defined by the identity x1x2 − x2x1 = 0.
The relatively free ring of this variety is the ring of commutative–associative polynomials in
X without constant terms generated by the countable set X . The associative rings satisfying
the polynomial identity x1x2 . . . xn = 0 form the variety of n-nilpotent associative rings. The
relatively free ring of this variety is called the free nilpotent ring. The associative rings (with 1)
which satisfy the polynomial identity x21 = x1 form the variety of Boolean rings.
Let G be an additively written commutative semigroup, K be an associative and commutative
ring with unity 1 and let A be an algebra over K admitting a direct decomposition of the form
A =
⊕
g∈G
Ag, (2.1)
where each Ag is a K -submodule such that Ag · Ah ⊆ Ag+h for all g, h ∈ G. In this case we say
that A is a graded (G-graded) K -algebra and that Ag are its homogeneous components. If K = Z
then A is called a graded ring. If a ∈ Ag and a = 0 we say that a is a homogeneous element of
degree g: deg(a) = g. Let a be an arbitrary element in A, such that a = ai1 + ai2 + · · · + ain ,
where deg(ai1 ) < deg(ai2) < · · · < deg(ain ), aik ∈ Aik . We say that ai1 is the lowest term of the
element a and ain is the greatest term of a (or the leading term of a). We define deg(a), a ∈ A,
as the degree its leading term: deg(a) = deg(ain ).
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Below, we denote by N the set of non-negative integers, that is N = {0, 1, 2, . . . .}. The set
N\{0} of all positive natural numbers will be denoted by N+. Since the associative rings and
K -algebras which we investigate do not contain 1, we will restrict our considerations to
N+-graded associative rings or K -algebras, i.e., in our case G = N+ is an additively written
commutative semigroup without 0.
The free associative K -algebra K [X] without 1 generated by a set X = {xn | n < ω} is an
N+-graded algebra. In fact, we can determine the degree of a monomial c from K [X] in the
following way: if c = xk1i1 . . . x
kn
in , xim ∈ X, ki ∈ N+, then deg(c) = k1 + · · · + kn . The degree
of a polynomial is defined as the maximum of the degrees of the monomials which it contains.
This yields the so-called grading by total degree in the variables X . Further, we will also use the
same grading for the free associative rings F(X) (see also Becker et al., 1998).
We need the following assertion: (see Jacobson, 1975)
Lemma 2.1. Let I be an ideal of a graded K -algebra A. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) I possesses a homogeneous system of generators (not necessarily of the same degrees of
homogeneity).
(ii) If a ∈ I then all its homogeneous components belong to I .
An ideal I satisfying condition (i) or (ii) is called homogeneous. The quotient algebra A/I ,
where I is a homogeneous ideal, can be made into a graded algebra in a natural way be setting
(A/I )g = Ag + I/I, g ∈ G. Now, by the Homomorphism theorem one has (A/I )g 	 Ag/Ig
(homomorphism of K -modules), where Ig = I ∩ Ag .
Let FV (X) be a free ring of a variety Θ with a verbal ideal V : FV (X) ∼= F(X)/V . Recall,
that we identify the set X with its image in FV (X). Denote by Fp the factor ring Z modulo pZ,
where p is a prime number. Consider the canonical homomorphism ϕ : Z −→ Fp and extend it
to the mapping ϕ˜ : FV (X) −→ FV (X) in the following way:
ϕ˜
( ∑
1≤i1,...,is≤k
ci1...is xi1 . . . xis
)
=
∑
1≤i1,...,is≤k
ϕ(ci1...is )xi1 . . . xis , xim ∈ X, ci1...is ∈ Z.
The mapping ϕ˜ is called the reduction mapping modulo p. If V is a homogeneous ideal then
FV (X) is a graded ring (see Lemma 2.1). It is clear that the ring A(X) = Im ϕ˜ can be considered
as a graded Fp-algebra.
2.2. Unification theory
We give the basic concepts of unification theory of rings (see Baader and Siekmann, 1994).
Let Θ be a variety of associative rings and V = IdΘ be a verbal ideal of identities of the
variety V . Denote by FV (A) the relatively free ring of the variety Θ with a countable set of
generators A = {an | n < ω}. We will consider equations in the free associative ring F(X)
generated by a countable set of generators X = {xn | n < ω} and look at their solutions in the
ring FV (A). A system
∑
of equations in the variables X is a finite set of elements of the form:
w = 0, w ∈ F(X). A solution of ∑ in the FV (A) is a homomorphism ξ : F(X) −→ FV (A)
such that ξ(w) = 0 for all w ∈∑.
Let  be a system of equations in the variables xi ∈ X . Given two solutions τ and σ of  we
say that τ is at least as general as σ and write τ ≤ σ if there exists an endomorphism α of FV (A)
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such that ατ = σ . Clearly, ≤ is a transitive and reflexive relation, not necessarily antisymmetric.
There is a naturally associated equivalence relation ∼ defined by
σ ∼ τ ⇐⇒ σ ≤ τ and τ ≤ σ
and a partial order on the equivalence classes of this relation induced by ≤. A solution of the
system  minimal with respect to this ordering is called the minimal (the most general) solution.
We say that a system of equations  is unitary if this partial order has a smallest element; finitary
(infinitary) if the set of the minimal solutions of  is finite (infinite) and every one of its element
lies above some minimal element. It is nullary if there is a solution which does not lie above any
minimal element.
A varietyΘ is of unitary (finitary) type iff every finite system of equations in F(X) has unitary
(finitary) unification type. The variety Θ is of infinite unification iff for every finite system in
F(X) a minimal set of solutions always exists and there exists at least one system of equations in
F(X) which has infinite unification type. The varietyΘ is of unification type zero iff there exists
at least one system of equations in F(X) which has nullary unification type.
3. Nullarity of varietiesAN n andNn
Denote by AN n the variety of commutative–associative n-nilpotent rings (n > 2). Let F(X)
be the free associative ring generated by a countable set X = {xn | n < ω} and V1 be the ideal of
identities of the varietyAN n , i.e., the ideal of the ring F(X) generated, as a verbal ideal, by the
elements x1x2 . . . xn and x1x2 − x2x1, xi ∈ X , and let FV1(A) be a free n-nilpotent associative-
commutative ring over a countable set of generators A = {an | n < ω}. The free ring FV1(A) is
isomorphic to a factor ring of the free associative ring F(X) modulo the homogeneous verbal
ideal V1. Thus FV1(A) =
⊕
1≤s≤n−1 F
(s)
V1 is a graded ring with homogeneous components F
(s)
V1(see Lemma 2.1). Here s ≥ 1 since FV1(A) does not contain 1 as a nilpotent ring.
To show that the unification type of P-equation in the variety AN n is nullary we need some
combinatorial facts.
Let F1 = F1(A) be the Fp-algebra of reduced polynomials modulo p of the ring FV1(A).
Obviously, F1 = ⊕1≤s≤n−1 F (s)1 is a graded Fp-algebra with homogeneous components
F (s)1 , (1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1). It is clear, that F (s)1 generated as Fp-module by all product of s elements
in A.
Theorem 3.1. Let b = f (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ F1, where ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , k and the lowest term of
f (a1, . . . ak) be of degree ≥ 2, i.e., b be a polynomial in ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , k without linear
summand. Let ϕ : F1 −→ F1 be an endomorphism of F1. If
m∑
i=1
adi = ϕ(b), ai ∈ A (3.1)
and p is a prime, such that p > n > d ≥ 2, then k ≥ m1/d/(2 · d).
Proof. The proof is based on the following “special version” of the theorem.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that
m∑
i=1
xdi =
N∑
j=1
Q j (x) G j (x), (3.2)
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where Q j (x), G j (x) ∈ Fp[x1, . . . , xm] are homogeneous polynomials from the ring of
polynomials in variables x1, . . . , xm over Fp, such that
deg Q j + deg G j = d, deg Q j , deg G j ≤ d − 1,
where x = (x1, . . . , xn) and p > d ≥ 2. Then N ≥ m · 2−d+1.
Proof. We prove this assertion by induction on d . Let d = 2. Then (3.2) means
m∑
i=1
x2i =
N∑
j=1
Q j (x) G j (x),
where Q j and G j are linear forms. Since rank(Q j (x) G j (x)) ≤ 2, we have the inequality
m ≤ 2 · N .
Now let d > 2 and let (3.2) hold. It may happen that some of the factors Q j (x), G j (x)
are linear. Without loss of generality we can assume that they are Q1, . . . , Qq while deg Q j ≥
2, j = q + 1, . . . , N, deg G j ≥ 2, j = 1, . . . , N . We can assume that the polynomials
v1 = Q1(x), . . . , vr = Qr (x), vi = ui , r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m
are linearly independent and
Q j ∈ Span (Q1, . . . , Qr ), r < j ≤ q
for some r ≤ q . Then we can find
x1 = Q˜1(v), . . . , xr = Q˜r (v), xi = vi , i ≥ r + 1
with some linear forms Q˜ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r . Substituting them in (3.2) leads us to the equality
r∑
i=1
(Q˜i (v))d +
m∑
i=r+1
vdi =
N∑
j=1
Q j (Q˜1(v), . . . , Q˜r (v), vr+1, . . . , vm)
× G j (Q˜1(v), . . . , Q˜r (v), vr+1, . . . , vm).
Setting v1 = · · · = vr = 0, we arrive at the equality
m∑
i=r+1
vdi =
N∑
j=r+1
Q̂ j (v) Ĝ j (v) −
r∑
l=1
(Q̂l(v))d , (3.3)
where v = (0, . . . , 0, vr+1, . . . , vm), deg Q̂ j ≥ 2, deg Ĝ j ≥ 2. Differentiating (3.3), we obtain
d · vd−1i =
N∑
j=r+1
(
∂ Q̂ j (v)
∂vi
Ĝ j (v) + ∂Ĝ j (v)
∂vi
Q̂ j (v)
)
− d ·
r∑
j=1
∂ Q̂l(v)
∂vi
(Q̂l (v))d−1 ,
where i = r + 1, . . . , m. Since d < p, the latter equalities imply
m∑
i=r+1
vd−1i =
N1∑
j=1
R j (v) B j (v),
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where N1 ≤ 2N − r , R j and B j are homogeneous polynomials such that deg R j ≤ d −
2, deg B j ≤ d − 2, deg R j + deg B j = d − 1. Now the induction hypothesis implies N1 ≥
(m − r) · 2−d+2 and, hence, N ≥ m · 2−d+1. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since b = f (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ ⊕2≤s≤k F (s)1 , it is
representable as
b =
∑
s≥2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1 ...is ai1 . . . ais , aid ∈ A, ci1 ...is ∈ Zp.
Then
ϕ(b) =
∑
s≥2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1...is ϕ(ai1) . . . ϕ(ais ).
Since F1 is a relatively free ring, the homomorphism ϕ is defined by the images of all the ai :
ϕ(ai ) = Φi (a), where Φi (a) ∈ F1, a = (a1, . . . , aq , . . . ..). Let
Φi (a) =
∑
l≥1
Φ(l)i (a)
be the expansion as the sum of the homogeneous summands Φ(l)i , degΦ
(l)
i (a) = l, i = 1, . . . , k.
Then (3.1) takes on the form
m∑
i=1
adi =
d∑
s=2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1 ...is
∑
l1+···+ls=d
Φ(l1)i1 (a) . . .Φ
(ls )
is (a). (3.4)
Let Fp[X] be the free commutative–associative Fp-algebra of reduced polynomials without
linear summand generated over Fp by a countable set of generators X = {xn | n < ω}. There is
a canonical homomorphism γ : Fp[X] −→ F1(A), i.e., γ (xi ) = ai , where xi ∈ X, ai ∈ A.
Denote Ker γ = W . The ideal W is generated as a verbal ideal by the element x1x2 . . . xn . Let
γ (H (l)i (x)) = Φ(l)i (a), where H (l)i ∈ Fp[X], x = (x1, . . . , xq , . . . .) and a = (a1, . . . , aq , . . . .).
Denote
c =
m∑
i=1
xdi −
d∑
s=2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1...is
∑
l1+···+ls=d
H (l1)i1 (x) . . . H
(ls)
is (x).
By (3.4) we have γ (c) = 0. Therefore, c ∈ W , i.e.,
m∑
i=1
xdi −
d∑
s=2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1 ...is
∑
l1+···+ls=d
H (l1)i1 (x) . . . H
(ls)
is (x) ∈ W.
Note that deg c = d , but the degrees of the elements of W are greater or equal to n. Since n > d ,
we have c = 0, i.e.,
m∑
i=1
xdi =
d∑
s=2
∑
1≤i1...is≤k
c
(s)
i1 ...is
∑
l1+···+ls=d
H (l1)i1 (x) . . . H
(ls)
is (x). (3.5)
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Fig. 1. Baader’s condition diagram.
Since the left side of (3.5) depends only on the variables x1, . . . , xm , we put here x =
(x1, . . . , xm). The equality (3.5) may be rewritten as
m∑
i=1
xdi =
M∑
j=1
Q j (x) G j (x). (3.6)
It is easy to see that all the conditions of Lemma 3.1 hold for the polynomials Q j , G j from (3.6).
Therefore, we derive that kd · dd ≥ m · 2d . Hence, k ≥ m1/d/2 · d . This completes the proof of
the theorem. 
To investigate the unification type of the variety AN n we will now use Baader’s sufficient
condition (Baader, 1992) for the unification type zero. For a variety of associative rings, this
condition can be formulated as follows.
Baader’s condition: Let V be a variety of associative rings, V an ideal of identities of
the variety V , F(X) and FV (A) relatively free rings of the variety V generated by X and A
respectively, and Γ a finite set of equations in F(X). By UV (Γ ) we denote the set of all solutions
of Γ in the ring FV (A).
This set satisfies Baader’s condition if in UV (Γ ) there is a decreasing chain
θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θn ≥ · · ·
such that
(i) it has no lower bound in UV (Γ );
(ii) for all m ≥ 1 and all θ ∈ UV (Γ ) with θn ≥ θ there exists θ̂ ∈ UV (Γ ) such that θ ≥ θ̂ and
θn+1 ≥ θ̂ .
Fig. 1 illustrates this condition. The following proposition is proved in Baader (1992):
Proposition 3.1. The system of equations Γ is of unification type zero in a variety V if UV (Γ )
satisfies Baader’s condition.
Theorem 3.2. The P-equation is of nullary unification type in the variety AN n.
Proof. Let us construct a chain of solutions for the Pythagorean equation (P-equation) in the
variety AN n satisfying Baader‘s condition. We shall call a P-triple any integer solution of the
P-equation. Let us choose a P-triple (p, q, r) = (2b + 1, 2(b − 1)(2b + 1), (b + 1)2 + b2),
where 2b + 1 is a prime number greater then n. Consider a decreasing chain of solutions of the
P-equation in the ring FV1(A):
θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θm ≥ · · · , (3.7)
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where θm =
(
pa1 +∑mi=2 an−1i , qa1 +∑mi=2 an−1i , ra1 +∑mi=2 an−1i ). Let us show that this
chain has no lower bound in U1 = UV1(Γ ), where Γ is the P-equation. Indeed, suppose that
there exists a lower bound γ of the chain (3.7) in U1. Then we can represent γ either in the form
γ = (pa1 + R1(ai1 , . . . , aik ), R2(a j1, . . . , a jr ), R3(ak1 , . . . , akd ))
or
γ = (a1 + R1(ai1 , . . . , aik ), R2(a j1, . . . , a jr ), R3(ak1 , . . . , akd )),
where Ri ∈ FV1(A), i = 1, 2, 3 and R1 is a polynomial without linear summand. Since (1, a, b),
where a, b ∈ Z, a2 + b2 = 0, is not a P-triple, the second case is not realized.
Denote by f (a) the image modulo p of an element f (a) ∈ FV1(A) in the algebra F1, where
a = (ai1 , . . . , ain ) ∈ An . Consider the decreasing chain
θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θm ≥ · · · (3.8)
of solutions of the P-equation in F1, where θn ∈ FV1(A), n ∈ N, are elements of the chain (3.7).
Clearly, the element
γ = (R1(ai1 , . . . , aik ), R2(a j1, . . . , a jr ), R3(ak1 , . . . , akd ))
is a lower bound in U 1 of the chain (3.8), where U1 is the set of all solutions of the P-equation
in the algebra F1. Let us now construct a sequence composed of the first coordinates of the
chain (3.8)
θ11, θ21, . . . , θm1, . . .
where θm1 =∑mk=2 an−1k . Now, choose m such that
k <
m1/n−1
2(n − 1) .
Since the elements θ i1 are images of R1(ai1 , . . . , aik ) under a homomorphism of the algebra F1,
we have a contradiction to Theorem 3.1. This contradiction proves that the chain (3.7) has no
lower bound in U1, i.e., part (i) of Baader’s condition holds.
We will now prove that this chain satisfies part (ii) of Baader’s condition. Let θ be a solution
of the P-equation satisfying θ ≤ θn for some n ∈ N. Let am be an element from A which does not
occur in the representations of the elements θ and θn by means of the generators ai ∈ A. We set
θ̂ = θ + (an−1m , an−1m , an−1m ). Clearly, the element θ̂ is the solution of the P-equation in FV1(A)
and we can show that condition (ii) is satisfied for this element. Indeed, since θ ≤ θn , there exists
a homomorphism ζ1 : FV1(A) −→ FV1(A) such that ζ1(θ) = θn . Define homomorphisms ζ2 and
ζ3 ∈ Hom(FV1(A), FV1(A)) in the following way:
ζ2(ai ) = ai , if i = m, and ζ2(am) = 0,
ζ3(ai ) = ζ1(ai ), if i = m, and ζ3(am) = an+1, (3.9)
where ai ∈ A. It is easy to see that ζ2(θ̂) = θ and ζ3(θ̂ ) = θn+1. Consequently, Baader’s
condition holds. The proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.1. Unification in the varietyAN n is nullary.
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Theorem 3.3. The P-equation has nullary unification type in the variety Nn of n-nilpotent
associative rings.
Proof. Let V2 be the ideal of identities in the variety Nn , i.e., the ideal of the free associative
ring F(X) generated, as a verbal ideal, by the element x1x2 . . . xn , xi ∈ X . Denote by FV2(B)
a relatively free ring of the variety Nn with the countable set of generators B = {bn | n < ω}.
There is a natural homomorphism ϕ : FV2(B) −→ FV1(A) such that ϕ(bi ) = ai for any ai ∈ A,
bi ∈ B . Consider a decreasing chain of solutions of the P-equation in the ring FV2(B),
θ ′1 ≥ θ ′2 ≥ · · · ≥ θ ′m ≥ · · · (3.10)
where θ ′n = (θ ′m1, θ ′m2, θ ′m3) =
(
pb1 +∑mi=2 bn−1i , qb1 +∑mi=2 bn−1i , rb1 +∑mi=2 bn−1i ) and
(p, q, r) is the same P-triple as in Theorem 3.2. Obviously, θmi = ϕ(θ ′mi ), i = 1, 2, 3, where
θm = (θm1, θm2, θmn3), n ∈ N, are the elements of the chain (3.7). We will show that the chain
(3.10) has no lower bound in U2 = UV2(Γ ), where Γ is the P-equation. Suppose that an element
ε ∈ U2 is a lower bound of the chain (3.10). The element ε can be written as
ε = (pb1 + K1(bi1 , . . . , bik ), K2(b j1, . . . , b jr ), K3(bk1 , . . . , bkd )), (3.11)
where Ki ∈ FV1(A), i = 1, 2, 3 and K1 is a polynomial without linear summand. Clearly, the
element ϕ(ε) is a solution of the P-equation in the ring FV1(A), i.e., ϕ(ε) ∈ U1 (see Theorem 3.1).
There are homomorphisms µm : FV2(B) −→ FV2(B) such that θ ′m = µm(ε) for any m ∈ N.
Since
µm[FV2(B), FV2(B)] ⊂ [FV2(B), FV2(B)],
there exists µ′m : FV1(A) −→ FV1(A) such that ϕµm = µ′mϕ. Then
µ′mϕ(ε) = ϕµm(ε) = ϕ(θ ′m) = θm for any m ∈ N, (3.12)
i.e., ϕ(ε) is a lower bound in U1 of the chain (3.7). This is a contradiction since, as we showed
above, this chain has no lower bound in U1.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Let θ ′ be a solution of the P-equation
satisfying θ ′ ≤ θ ′m . We construct the solution θ̂ = θ ′ + (bn−1t , bn−1t , bn−1t ) of the P-equation
in FV2(B), choosing an element bt which does not occur in the representations of the elements
θ ′ and θ ′n by means of the free generators B . Finally, we define homomorphisms ζ ′1, ζ ′2 and
ζ ′3 ∈ Hom(FV2(B), FV2(B)) satisfying the condition (3.9), with ζ ′i instead of ζi , i = 1, 2, 3. As
in Theorem 3.1 we obtain ζ ′2(θ̂ ) = θ ′ and ζ ′3(θ̂ ) = θ ′n+1. Hence Baader’s condition holds. 
Corollary 3.2. Unification in the variety Nn is nullary.
4. Nullarity of varietiesAN n,2 andNn,2
Denote by AN n,2 (Nn,2) the subvariety of the variety AN n (Nn) of n-nilpotent associative-
commutative (associative) rings of characteristic 2. We will show now that these varieties also
have nullary unification type.
Let V3 be the ideal of identities of the variety AN n,2 i.e., the ideal of F(X) generated, as a
verbal ideal, by the elements x1x2 . . . xn , 2x1 and x1x2 − x2x1, xi ∈ X , and FV3(A)—a free ring
of the variety ANn,2 over a countable set of generators A = {an | n < ω}. Now we consider the
unification problem in the varietyAN n,2.
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Lemma 4.1. Let B = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + ak(m−1)+1 . . . akm and D = a1a2 . . . am + · · · +
al(m−1)+1 . . . alm, (0 < k < l, m = [ n2 ] + 1) be elements of the ring FV3(A). There exists no
homomorphism ϕ ∈ Hom(FV3(A), FV3(A)) such that ϕ(B) = D.
Proof. Assume that such a homomorphism ϕ exists and ϕ(ai ) = Li , Li ∈ FV3(A). From the
assumption ϕ(B) = D it follows that
L1 L2 . . . Lm + · · · + Lk(m−1)+1 . . . Lkm = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm .
Let us prove by induction on k that this equality cannot hold. Let k = 1, i.e.,
L1 L2 . . . Lm = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm , (4.1)
where l > 1, m = [ n2 ]+1. If Li contains no linear summand then from the nilpotency of FV3(A)
it follows that
0 = L1 L2 . . . Lm = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm
which contradicts the linear independence of the elements a1a2 . . . am, . . . , al(m−1)+1 . . . alm .
Now let some of the elements Li in (4.1) contain a linear summand
∑
ik aik , i.e.,
Li =
∑
ik
aik + L j1 . . . L jt . (4.2)
Then from (4.1) and (4.2) it follows that∑
ik
aik Li1 . . . Lik = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm . (4.3)
Without loss of generality we suppose that aik = ai1 . We construct the homomorphism
ψ ∈ Hom(FV3(A), FV3(A)) satisfying the following condition:
ψ(a1) =
∑
ik =1
aik , ψ(a2) = · · · = ψ(am) = 0, ψ(ai ) = ai , i = 1, 2 . . . , m. (4.4)
Applying the homomorphism ψ to the equality (4.3) we obtain
a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm = 0
which is a contradiction. Suppose now that k = d and our statement holds for k < d . Consider
the equality
L1 L2 . . . Lm + · · · + Ld(m−1)+1 . . . Ldm = a1a2 . . . am + · · · + al(m−1)+1 . . . alm, (4.5)
where 1 < d < l. It is sufficient to consider the case where one of the polynomial Li in (4.5) is
of the form (4.2). Suppose again that aik = ai1 and consider the same homomorphism ψ as in
(4.4). Applying the homomorphism ψ to the equality (4.5) we obtain
L ′m+1 L ′m+2 . . . L ′2m + · · · + L ′d(m−1)+1 . . . L ′dm = am+1am+2 . . . a2m + · · ·
+ al(m−1)+1 . . . alm ,
where ψ(Li ) = L ′i . However, this contradicts the induction hypothesis, and so there exists no
homomorphism ϕ with the above-mentioned properties. Lemma 4.1 is proved. 
Theorem 4.1. The P-equation is nullary in the variety AN n,2.
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Proof. Consider a decreasing chain of solutions of the P-equation in FV3(A)
η1 ≥ η2 ≥ · · · ≥ ηs ≥ · · · , (4.6)
where ηs = (Cs , Cs , Cs) and Cs =∑si=1 ai+m(i−1) . . . aim , m = [ n2 ]+ 1. We shall show that the
chain (4.6) has no lower bound in U3 = UV3(Γ ), where Γ is the P-equation. Indeed, let µ ∈ U3
be a lower bound of the chain (4.6). Represent µ in the form
µ =
(
B1 +
l1∑
ik
ai1 . . . aim , B2 +
l2∑
jk
a j1 . . . a jm , B3 +
l3∑
τk
aτ1 . . . aτm
)
, (4.7)
where Bi ∈ FV3(A), and deg Bi < m, (i = 1, 2, 3). Since B21 + B22 = B23 , we have
(B1 + B2 − B3)2 = 0. However, deg Bi < m = [ n2 ] + 1 and therefore B1 + B2 = B3.
Since µ ≤ ηs for all s ∈ N there exist homomorphisms φs : FV3(A) −→ FV3(A) such that
φs
(
B1 +
l1∑
ik
ai1 . . . aim
)
= φs
(
B2 +
l2∑
jk
a j1 . . . a jm
)
= φs
(
B1 + B2 +
l3∑
τk
aτ1 . . . aτm
)
= Cs . (4.8)
From the first equality in (4.8) it follows that
φs(B1 + B2) = φs
( d1∑
ki
ak1 . . . akm
)
, (4.9)
where d1 < l1 + l2. Therefore, the second equality in (4.8) yields
φs
(
B1 + B2 +
l3∑
τi
aτ1 . . . aτm
)
= φs
( d2∑
ki
ak1 . . . akm
)
= Cs =
s∑
i=1
ai+m(i−1) . . . aim , (4.10)
for all s ∈ N, and d2 < l1 + l2 + l3. Choosing s > d2 we get a contradiction to Lemma 2.
Therefore, the chain (4.6) has no lower bound in U3. Now we use Baader’s sufficient condition
for unification type zero. Let η be a solution of the P-equation satisfying η ≤ ηs for some
s ∈ N. Then there exists a homomorphism χ1 : FV3(A) −→ FV3(A) such that χ1(η) = ηs . Let
ai1 , . . . , aim be the elements from A which do not occur in the representations of the elements η
and ηs by means of the generators ai ∈ A. Put η̂ = η + (ai1 . . . aim , ai1 . . . aim , ai1 . . . aim ). As in
the proof of Theorem 1 we can construct homomorphisms χ2 and χ3 ∈ Hom(FV3(A), FV3(A))
satisfying the following conditions:
χ2(ai ) = ai , if i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} and χ2(ai1) = · · · = χ2(aim ) = 0,
χ3(ai ) = χ1(ai ), if i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} and χ3(aik ) = a(s+1)m+k, k = 1, 2, . . . , m,
where ai ∈ A. Since χ2( η̂ ) = η and χ3( η̂ ) = ηs+1, Baader’s condition is satisfied. Hence the
P-equation is of nullary type in the variety AN n,2. 
Corollary 4.1. Unification in the variety AN n,2 is nullary.
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be modified to show.
Theorem 4.2. The P-equation is of nullary unification type in the variety Nn,2.
Corollary 4.2. Unification in the varietyNn,2 is nullary.
5. Conclusion
First of all, note that the above-mentioned theorems from Sections 3 and 4 are valid if instead
of the P-equation we consider any equation of the form:
x21 + x22 − x23 + R(xi1 , . . . , xik ) = 0,
where R(xi1 , . . . , xik ) is an arbitrary quadratic Z-form, i.e., quadratic form with integral
coefficients, in variables xi j , i j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the variety of Boolean rings, the variety generated by a
matrix ring over a finite field and the variety generated by a p-ring for some prime p have finite
unification type (see Martin and Nipkow, 1989; Nipkow, 1990). Note that these are varieties
generated by primal algebras. Free rings of these varieties do not contain nilpotent ideals. On the
other hand we have proved that the unification type of the variety of n-nilpotent associative rings
(n > 2) is of nullary unification type.
In this connection an interesting question arises: is it true that if a free ring of a subvariety of
the variety of associative rings contains a non-trivial nilpotent ideal, then this variety has nullary
unification type? The answer to this question would clarify the nature of unification type in the
varieties of associative rings.
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